Semiconductor Market Forecast

Testimonials:

“This seminar is a good opportunity to stay focused. It is very valuable to get this opportunity once a year.” – Altis Semiconductor

“The documentation & CD were excellent, it allowed time to concentrate on what was being said.” – Innovision Research & Technology

“As always it was well worth the trip.” – Technology Foundation

“It is so reassuring to know that so much hard work and attention went into this IFS and that so many companies have access to this data. It gives confidence that we are investing and marketing our businesses in the appropriate manner.” – Marketing Manager, Freshleaf Media

“Speed Networking is a rapid way to meet many people in a short period of time.” – Sophia Business Angels

“Content was relevant and interesting, handouts very helpful and organisation top notch! Overall – glad I went and yes, I would go again.” – EMEA Marketing Director, Xilinx Ltd

“Excellent first time at this event.” – CEO, ATEEDA

“Provided me with reassuring messages to take back to my investors.” – CEO, AKYA

“Great to meet old friends and make some new ones.” – Director, Ideas Business Solutions

“Lack of visibility today makes it very difficult to see what is around the corner, making planning very difficult. It was very useful to get a new perspective.” – Vice President Sales, Sumco Europe Sales Plc